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Introduction

This document describes the high-level frame format used by the Dolby® E multichannel
audio distribution system. This description does not address details of the core audio
encoding and decoding algorithm.

1.1

Document Overview
This document is organized in five parts.
•

Chapter 1 provides an overview of this document.

•

Chapter 2 provides a high-level overview of the Dolby E frame.

•

Chapter 3 contains a representation of the high-level frame syntax in table form.

•

Chapter 4 describes each frame element in detail.

•

Chapter 5 describes selected Dolby E behaviors including the use of bitstream keys.

Reference Documents
This document discusses elements of the Dolby Digital and Dolby Digital Plus formats
described in ATSC standard A/52:2015 Digital Audio Compression Standard (AC-3, E-AC3), which can be downloaded from www.atsc.org/standards.html.

1.2

Definitions
The following table provides definitions for the terms used throughout this document.

Term

Definition

Audio segment

The part of the Dolby E frame that carries the coded audio channels. Dolby E frames
contain two audio segments.

Audio subsegment

A part of the audio segment within a Dolby E frame. The Dolby E frame audio segment
is divided into two audio subsegments, each containing one half of the total number of
coded channels.

Bit depth

The number of bits per word used in a Dolby E frame. Valid bit depths are 16, 20, or 24
bits per word.

Bitstream key

A word that must be exclusive-or'd with other words in a segment in order to
descramble them for subsequent decoding. Within the Dolby E frame, bitstream keys
may be optionally associated with each frame segment.

Channel
subsegment

A part of the audio subsegment. Audio subsegments contain one or more channel
subsegments, depending on the total number of coded channels.

CRC word

A word that can be used to determine whether bitstream errors have occurred in the
corresponding frame segment. Each Dolby E frame segment has a cyclic redundancy
check (CRC) word.
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Term

Definition

Frame rate

The rate at which Dolby E frames are generated from PCM audio. Valid frame rates are 23.98, 24,
25, 29.97, 30 frames per second.

Metadata

Information that is related to the encoded audio but is not part of the audio signal itself.

Metadata segment

The part of the Dolby E frame that carries the metadata. Dolby E frames contain two metadata
segments.

Metadata
subsegment

A part of the metadata segment within a Dolby E frame that relates to a specific systems
application. Dolby E frames may carry one or more metadata subsegments, depending on the
design of the Dolby E encoder.

Meter segment

The part of the Dolby E frame that carries meter data associated with the coded audio. Although
meter data is a form of metadata, it is carried in a separate part of the frame.

Segment

A part of a frame that has a specific function. Each Dolby E frame is made up of four types of
segments: a sync segment, two metadata segments, two audio segments, and a meter segment.
Dolby E frame segments are word aligned, such that each segment contains an integer number
of words.

Subsegment

A part of a frame segment that has a specific function. Each Dolby E audio segment is made up
of two audio subsegments. Also, the Dolby E metadata segment may contain one or more
metadata subsegments.

Sync segment

The part of the Dolby E frame that includes the sync word, which is used to establish and
maintain system synchronization.

Sync word

A word with a specific bit pattern, located at the beginning of each Dolby E frame, that allows
system synchronization to be maintained. Dolby E frames may use one of several different sync
words.

Word

A fixed size unit of data used to ensure that Dolby E frames are always word aligned and that
each frame contains an integer number of words. See also “bit depth.”
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Frame Structure

The Dolby® E serial bitstream is made up of a sequence of independent frames, each of
which corresponds to a fixed time duration equal to the inverse of the associated frame
rate. Dolby E frames are characterized by a given frame rate (which determines the time
duration of the frame and also the rate at which frames are generated) and a given bit depth
(which describes the number of bits per word used to code the frame). The number of
words per Dolby E frame is allowed to be variable and may be determined by parsing the
frame metadata segment.

2.1

Frame Segments
Each Dolby E frame is made up of four types of frame segments:

2.2

•

Sync: Provides a means to acquire and maintain bitstream synchronization

•

Metadata: Contains parameters describing the coded audio service

•

Audio: Contains the encoded audio signals

•

Meter: Contains metering information for the encoded audio signals

Frame Structure
The Dolby E frame is split up into the primary and extension segments, as shown in
Figure 1. These segments are broken down further into audio and metadata segments.
This structure allows encoder and decoder Implementations to be designed with minimal
system latency. Dolby E decoders are able to commence decoding upon receipt of only the
primary metadata and audio segments. This capability enables decoders to achieve a
decoding latency of exactly one video frame.
Dolby E Frame

metadata extension

audio

sync

Bit
depth

Metadata

msb

lsb

Figure 1 Dolby E Frame Structure
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Meter

Extension Segment

audio extension

Primary Segment

2.3

Metadata Segment Structure
Each metadata segment contains ancillary information related to the audio
encoded in the Dolby E frame (but is not part of the audio signal itself). There is
always a primary metadata segment that carries most of the metadata for the
Dolby E frame. Also, an additional metadata extension segment carries metadata
that corresponds to the second half of the frame period. Both the primary
metadata segment and the metadata extension segment are shown in Figure 2.
Metadata Segment

application-specific
elements

misc

additional
header info

other

header

other

elements for
each channel

metadata
subsegment(s)

application-specific
elements

metadata
subsegment(s)

program metadata

header

frame distribution

other segment
sizes

channel metadata

elements for
each program

overall
frame format

Metadata Ext Segment

misc

Figure 2 Dolby E Metadata Segment Structure
The primary metadata segment is composed of six separate sections:
•

Header fields: Include elements that define the overall frame format, such as
program configuration and frame rate.

•

Frame distribution fields: Contain information necessary to determine the
boundaries of all the other segments in the Dolby E frame.

•

Program metadata fields: Contain elements that are associated with each
program in the Dolby E frame.

•

Channel metadata fields: Contain elements that are associated with each
channel in the Dolby E frame.

•

Metadata subsegment fields: Contain optional additional metadata fields
that are application specific, such as AC-3 encoding parameters.

•

Other metadata fields: The remaining metadata fields include a few
miscellaneous elements such as the metadata CRC word.

Metadata Extension Segment
The metadata extension segment contains header fields, metadata extension
subsegment fields, and a few other metadata extension fields. The header fields
contain additional header information. The metadata extension subsegment fields
contain optional extensions that are application specific, such as AC-3 encoding
parameters that correspond exclusively to the latter half of the Dolby E frame. The
remaining metadata extension fields include a few miscellaneous elements, such
as the metadata extension CRC word.
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2.4

Audio Segment Structure
Each audio segment contains information describing all of the coded audio channels in the
Dolby E frame, corresponding to a fixed time duration equal to one half of the frame period.
Each audio segment is further divided into two audio subsegments, each of which
contains half of the total number of coded channels in the frame. Each audio subsegment
also contains an optional bitstream key and a CRC error-detection word.
The audio segment structure (assuming eight channels), including the audio subsegment
boundaries, bitstream keys, and CRC words is depicted in Figure 3. The format of the
audio extension segment is identical to that of the primary audio segment.
Audio Segment

subsegment 1 crc

channel 7

channel 6

channel 4

subsegment 1 key

subsegment 0 crc

channel 3

channel 2

channel 1

channel 0

subsegment 0 key

channel 5

Audio Subsegment 1

Audio Subsegment 0

Figure 3 Audio Segment Structure

2.5

Segment Constraints
Each segment of the Dolby E frame is constrained to be composed of an integer number of
words, assuming a given bit depth. The bit depth of the Dolby E frame must remain
constant across the entire frame. Within the audio segment, each audio subsegment and
channel subsegment is also constrained to be composed of an integer number of words.
Each channel subsegment must be allocated the same number of words in both the primary
audio subsegment and the audio extension subsegment.
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Frame Syntax Specification

The following pseudocode details the elements and order of arrival of information in the
Dolby® E frame. This pseudocode is roughly based on C language syntax but simplified
for ease of reading. For frame elements larger than one bit, the order of arrival of the bits is
always most significant bit first.

3.1

Dolby E Frame Syntax
Syntax
Dolby_E_frame()
{
sync_segment()
metadata_segment()
audio_segment()
metadata_extension_segment()
audio_extension_segment()
meter_segment()
} /* end of Dolby E frame */

3.2

Syntax for Dolby E Frame Segments
The syntax for the Dolby E frame segments is listed in this section.

3.2.1

Sync Segment Syntax
Syntax
sync_segment()
{
sync_word bit_depth
bit_depth is either 16, 20, or 24, depending on value
of sync_word
key_present is either true or false depending on value
of sync_word
} /* end of sync_segment */
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3.2.2

Metadata Segment Syntax
Syntax

Bits

metadata_segment()
{
if (key_present) metadata_key
bit_depth
metadata_revision_id
4
metadata_segment_size
10
program_config
6
frame_rate_code
4
original_frame_rate_code
4
frame_count
16
SMPTE_time_code
64
metadata_reserved_bits
8
for (ch = 0; ch < channel_count; ch++)
/* channel_count & sequence derived from program_config */
{
channel_subsegment_size[ch]
10
}
metadata_extension_segment_size
8
meter_segment_size
8
for (pgm = 0; pgm < program_count; pgm++)
{
description_text[pgm]
8
bandwidth_id[pgm]
2
}
for (ch = 0; ch < channel_count; ch++)
/* channel_count & sequence derived from program_config */
{
revision_id[ch]
4
bitpool_type[ch]
1
begin_gain[ch]
10
end_gain[ch]
10
}
while (1)
{
metadata_subsegment_id
4
if (metadata_subsegment_id == 0)
{
break
}
else
{
metadata_subsegment_length
12
metadata_subsegment
metadata_subsegment_length
}
}
reserved_metadata_bits
variable
metadata_crc
bit_depth
} /* end of metadata segment */
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3.2.3

AC-3 Metadata Extended BSI Support Subsegment Syntax
Syntax

Bits

ac3_metadata_subsegment_xbsi()
{
for (pgm = 0; pgm < program_count; pgm++)
/*program_count & sequence derived from program_config *
{
ac3_datarate[pgm]
5
ac3_bsmod[pgm]
3
ac3_acmod[pgm]
3
ac3_cmixlev[pgm]
2
ac3_surmixlev[pgm]
2
ac3_dsurmod[pgm]
2
ac3_lfeon[pgm]
1
ac3_dialnorm[pgm]
5
ac3_langcode[pgm]
1
ac3_langcod[pgm]
8
ac3_audprodie[pgm]
1
ac3_mixlevel[pgm]
5
ac3_roomtyp[pgm]
2
ac3_copyrightb[pgm]
1
ac3_origbs[pgm]
1
ac3_xbsi1e[pgm]
1
ac3_dmixmod[pgm]
2
ac3_ltrtcmixlev[pgm]
3
ac3_ltrtsurmixlev[pgm]
3
ac3_lorocmixlev[pgm]
3
ac3_lorosurmixlev[pgm]
3
ac3_xbsi2e[pgm]
1
ac3_dsurexmod[pgm]
2
ac3_dheadphonmod[pgm]
2
ac3_adconvtyp[pgm]
1
ac3_xbsi2[pgm]
8
ac3_encinfo[pgm]
1
ac3_hpfon[pgm]
1
ac3_bwlpfon[pgm]
1
ac3_lfelpfon[pgm]
1
ac3_sur90on[pgm]
1
ac3_suratton[pgm]
1
ac3_rfpremphon[pgm]
1
ac3_compre[pgm]
1
ac3_compr1[pgm]
8
ac3_dynrnge[pgm]
1
ac3_dynrng1[pgm]
8
ac3_dynrng2[pgm]
8
ac3_dynrng3[pgm]
8
ac3_dynrng4[pgm]
8
}
for (pgm = 0; pgm < program_count; pgm++)
/* program_count & sequence derived from program_config */
{
ac3_addbsie[pgm]
1
if (ac3_addbsie[pgm])
{
ac3_addbsil[pgm]
6
ac3_addbsi[pgm]
(ac3_addbsil[pgm] + 1) x 8
}
}
}/* end of AC-3 metadata subsegment */
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3.2.4

AC-3 Metadata No Extended BSI Support Subsegment Syntax
Syntax

Bits

ac3_metadata_subsegment_noxbsi()
{
for (pgm = 0; pgm < program_count; pgm++)
/* program_count & sequence derived from program_config */
{
ac3_datarate[pgm]
ac3_bsmod[pgm]
ac3_acmod[pgm]
ac3_cmixlev[pgm]
ac3_surmixlev[pgm]
ac3_dsurmod[pgm]
ac3_lfeon[pgm]
ac3_dialnorm[pgm]
ac3_langcode[pgm]
ac3_langcod[pgm]
ac3_audprodie[pgm]
ac3_mixlevel[pgm]
ac3_roomtyp[pgm]
ac3_copyrightb[pgm]
ac3_origbs[pgm]
ac3_timecod1e[pgm]
ac3_timecod1[pgm
ac3_timecod2e[pgm
ac3_timecod2[pgm
ac3_hpfon[pgm]
ac3_bwlpfon[pgm]
ac3_lfelpfon[pgm]
ac3_sur90on[pgm]
ac3_suratton[pgm]
ac3_rfpremphon[pgm]
ac3_compre[pgm]
ac3_compr1[pgm]
ac3_dynrnge[pgm]
ac3_dynrng1[pgm]
ac3_dynrng2[pgm]
ac3_dynrng3[pgm]
ac3_dynrng4[pgm]

5
3
3
2
2
2
1
5
1
8
1
5
2
1
1
1
14
1
14
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
8
1
8
8
8
8

}
for (pgm = 0; pgm < program_count; pgm++)
/* program_count & sequence derived from program_config */
{
ac3_addbsie[pgm]
1
if (ac3_addbsie[pgm])
{
ac3_addbsil[pgm]
6
ac3_addbsi[pgm]
(ac3_addbsil[pgm] + 1) x 8
}
}
} /* end of AC-3 metadata subsegment */
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3.2.5

Metadata Extension Segment Syntax
Syntax

Bits

metadata_extension_segment()
{
if (key_present) metadata_extension_key
bit_depth
while (1)
{
metadata_extension_subsegment_id
4
if (metadata_extension_subsegment_id == 0)
{
break;
}
else
{
metadata_extension_subsegment_length
12
metadata_extension_subsegment
metadata_extension_subsegment_length
}
}
reserved_metadata_extension_bits
variable
metadata_extension_crc
bit_depth
} /* end of metadata extension segment */

3.2.6

AC-3 Metadata Extension Subsegment Syntax
Syntax

Bits

ac3_metadata_extension_subsegment()
{
for (pgm = 0; pgm < program_count; pgm++) /* program_count & sequence
derived from program_config */
{
ac3_compr2[pgm]

8

ac3_dynrng5[pgm]

8

ac3_dynrng6[pgm]
ac3_dynrng7[pgm]

8
8

ac3_dynrng8[pgm]

8

}
} /* end of AC-3 metadata extension subsegment */
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3.2.7

Audio Segment Syntax
Syntax

Bits

audio_segment()
{
if (key_present) audio_subsegment0_key

bit_depth

for (ch = 0; ch < (channel_count / 2); ch++)
/* channel_count & sequence derived from program_config */
{
channel_subsegment[ch]

channel_subsegment_size[ch] x bit_depth

}
audio_subsegment0_crc

bit_depth

if (key_present) audio_subsegment1_key

bit_depth

for (ch = (channel_count / 2); ch < channel_count; ch++)
{
channel_subsegment[ch]

channel_subsegment_size[ch] x bit_depth

}
audio_subsegment1_crc

bit_depth

} /* end of audio segment */

3.2.8

Audio Extension Segment Syntax
Syntax

Bits

audio_extension_segment()
{
if (key_present) audio_extension_subsegment0_key

bit_depth

for (ch = 0; ch < (channel_count / 2); ch++)
/* channel_count & sequence derived from program_config */
{
channel_extension_subsegment[ch]

channel_subsegment_size[ch] x bit_depth

}
audio_extension_subsegment0_crc

bit_depth

if (key_present) audio_extension_subsegment1_key

bit_depth

for (ch = (channel_count / 2); ch < channel_count; ch++)
{
channel_extension_subsegment[ch]

channel_subsegment_size[ch] x bit_depth

}
audio_extension_subsegment1_crc
} /* end of audio extension segment */
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bit_depth

3.2.9

Meter Segment Syntax
Syntax

Bits

meter_segment()
{
if (key_present) meter_key

bit_depth

for (ch = 0; ch < channel_count; ch++)
/* channel_count & sequence derived from program_config */
{
peak_meter[ch]

10

}
for (ch = 0; ch < channel_count; ch++)
/* channel_count & sequence derived from program_config */
{
rms_meter[ch]

10

}
reserved_meter_bits
meter_crc

variable
bit_depth

} /* end of meter segment */
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Frame Element Description

This section describes each Dolby® E frame element in detail, including purpose, valid
range, and consistency restrictions.

4.1

Sync Segment Elements
The sync segment contains information necessary to establish synchronization with the
Dolby E bitstream.

4.1.1

sync_word
Number of bits: bit_depth
Valid range: See table
This frame element is the synchronization word for the Dolby E frame. It may take on one
of six different values, depending on the coded bit depth and whether bitstream keys are
in use, as shown in the following table.
Bit Depth

Key Present

Sync Word

False

0x078E

True

0x078F

False

0x0788E

True

0x0788F

False

0x07888E

True

0x07888F

16
20
24

4.1.2

bit_depth
Number of bits: Not explicitly present in frame
Valid range: 16, 20, 24
This is the number of bits per word used to carry the Dolby E frame. This parameter is an
input to the encoder, based on the desired bit depth of the Dolby E bitstream. It is used to
determine the frame sync word. In a decoder, it may be derived given the detected sync
word. If a value of 16 is chosen, then the bitstream is limited to 6 channels and is
considered legacy. Because 24 bit streams have not been widely used, a bit depth of 20
should be used in the vast majority of applications.
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4.1.3

key_present
Number of bits: Not explicitly present in frame
Valid range: 0 (false), 1 (true)
This flag specifies whether bitstream keys are in use in the Dolby E frame. This parameter
is an input to the encoder, based on system requirements. It is used to determine the frame
sync word. In a decoder, it may be derived given the detected sync word. Refer to Section
5.1 for more information about the use of bitstream keys.

4.2

Metadata Segment Elements
The metadata segment contains information describing the format of the Dolby E frame.

4.2.1

metadata_key
Number of bits: bit_depth
Valid range: All possible values
This frame element is used to descramble the remaining words in the metadata segment
prior to unpacking. Before the remaining words are unpacked, each one must be
exclusive-or'd with this word in a bit-wise manner. This descrambling must be applied to
all words, up to and including the metadata CRC. The metadata key is present in the
frame only if the key_present flag is true. If the key is not present, then no
descrambling is necessary before unpacking.

4.2.2

metadata_revision_id
Number of bits: 4
Valid range: 0–15
This frame element indicates the revision of the Dolby E metadata segment syntax. If a
Dolby E bitstream parser is presented with a metadata_revision_id higher than it
recognizes, it should abandon further bitstream parsing for the remainder of the Dolby E
frame. If a decoder is presented with a metadata_revision_id higher than it recognizes,
the decoder should mute all channels. For the initial version of the Dolby E metadata
syntax, this field is set to zero.

4.2.3

metadata_segment_size
Number of bits: 10
Valid range: 0–1,023
This frame element specifies the number of words within the Dolby E frame allocated to
the metadata segment. This word count does not include the CRC or bitstream key words
associated with the metadata segment. This word count cannot be zero and must be large
enough to encompass all metadata fields described in this document.
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4.2.4

program_config
Number of bits: 6
Valid range: See Table 1
This frame element indicates the program configuration used by the Dolby E frame, as
shown in Table 1. The program configuration determines the number of separate
programs in the frame, the number of separate channels in the frame, the type and
sequence of each program in the frame syntax, and the type and sequence of each channel
in the frame syntax.
Throughout the remainder of the Dolby E frame, there are several fields that are
enumerated for each program or each channel, using an associated pgm or ch index. In all
of these cases, the ordering is determined by the program and channel sequence
information specified in Table 1. For example, within the metadata segment there is a
channel subsegment size field for each channel in the frame; this element is indicated as
channel_subsegment_size[ch]. The first of these elements,
channel_subsegment_size[0], corresponds to the first channel indicated in the channel
sequence section of Table 1.
The notation for the program sequence in Table 1 is of the form pgm_type + pgm_type +
..., where pgm_type is the program type as indicated in the following table:
pgm_type

Program Type Description

5.1

Five-channel stereo surround plus Low-Frequency Effects (LFE) channel

4

Four-channel mono surround

2

Stereo

1

Mono

The notation for the channel sequence is of the form NX, NX, ... , where N is a number
indicating which program the channel is associated with, and X is a character identifier for
the logical channel, as shown in the following table:
Identifier (X)

Channel

L

Left

R

Right

C

Center

LFE

Low-Frequency Effects

Ls

Left Surround

Rs

Right Surround

Bsl

Back Surround Left

Bsr

Back Surround Right

Lc

Left Center

Rc

Right Center

S

Surround (mono)
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Table 1 Dolby E Program Configuration
Program
Configuration

Program
Count

Channel
Count

Program Sequence

0

2

8*

5.1+2

0L, 0C, 0Ls, 1L, 0R, 0LFE, 0Rs, 1R

1

3

8*

5.1+1+1

0L, 0C, 0Ls, 1C, 0R, 0LFE, 0Rs, 2C

2

2

8*

4+4

0L, 0C, 1L, 1C, 0R, 0S, 1R, 1S

3

3

8*

4+2+2

0L, 0C, 1L, 2L, 0R, 0S, 1R, 2R

4

4

8*

4+2+1+1

0L, 0C, 1L, 2C, 0R, 0S, 1R, 3C

5

5

8*

4+1+1+1+1

0L, 0C, 1C, 3C, 0R, 0S, 2C, 4C

6

4

8*

2+2+2+2

0L, 1L, 2L, 3L, 0R, 1R, 2R, 3R

7

5

8*

2+2+2+1+1

0L, 1L, 2L, 3C, 0R, 1R, 2R, 4C

8

6

8*

2+2+1+1+1+1

0L, 1L, 2C, 4C, 0R, 1R, 3C, 5C

9

7

8*

2+1+1+1+1+1+1

0L, 1C, 3C, 5C, 0R, 2C, 4C, 6C

10

8

8*

1+1+1+1+1+1+1

0C, 2C, 4C, 6C, 1C, 3C, 5C, 7C

11

1

6

5.1

0L, 0C, 0Ls, 0R, 0LFE, 0Rs

12

2

6

4+2

0L, 0C, 1L, 0R, 0S, 1R

13

3

6

4+1+1

0L, 0C, 1C, 0R, 0S, 2C

14

3

6

2+2+2

0L, 1L, 2L, 0R, 1R, 2R

15

4

6

2+2+1+1

0L, 1L, 2C, 0R, 1R, 3C

16

5

6

2+1+1+1+1

0L, 1C, 3C, 0R, 2C, 4C

17

6

6

1+1+1+1+1+1

0C, 2C, 4C, 1C, 3C, 5C

18

1

4

4

0L, 0C, 0R, 0S

19

2

4

2+2

0L, 1L, 0R, 1R

20

3

4

2+1+1

0L, 1C, 0R, 2C

21

4

4

1+1+1+1

0C, 2C, 1C, 3C

22

1

8*

7.1

0L, 0C, 0Ls, 0Bsl, 0R, 0LFE, 0Rs, 0Bsr

23

1

8*

7.1 Screen

0L, 0C, 0Ls, 0Lc, 0R, 0LFE, 0Rs, 0Rc

Reserved

Reserved

Reserved

24–62
63

Channel Sequence

Reserved

Reserved for PCM bypass mode

The value 63 is reserved for PCM bypass mode. This value is illegal in a Dolby E coded frame, but may be used in other protocols
(such as baseband metadata).
* Dolby encoders do not support the creation of bitstreams with 8 channels when the bit depth is 16 bits.
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4.2.5

frame_rate_code
Number of bits: 4
Valid range: See Table 2
This frame element indicates the frame rate used by the Dolby E frame, as listed in
Table 2.
Table 2 Frame Element for Dolby E Frame Rate
Frame Rate
Code

4.2.6

Frame Rate

1

24,000/1,001; approximately 23.98 fps
(film normalized to NTSC)

2

24 fps (film rate)

3

25 fps (PAL frame rate)

4

30,000/1,001; approximately 29.97 fps (NTSC frame rate)

5

30 fps

0, 6–15

Reserved

original_frame_rate_code
Number of bits: 4
Valid range: See Table 2
This frame element indicates the frame rate at which the Dolby E frame was originally
encoded. When a Dolby E frame is first encoded, this field should be set to match the
frame rate code described in Table 2.
Subsequently, if the Dolby E frame is transcoded to a different frame rate without altering
the coded audio segments, this field should retain its original value, while the frame rate
code should be updated to reflect the new Dolby E frame rate.

4.2.7

frame_count
Number of bits: 16
Valid range: 0 - 65535
This frame element is an unsigned integer that will increment for each successive Dolby E
frame. After the highest unsigned integer value has been reached, this word will wrap back
to all zeros. When encoders are first powered up, this word must be initialized in a
pseudo-random manner. This word is used by decoders to determine when a bitstream
splice event has occurred.
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4.2.8

SMPTE_time_code
Number of bits: 64
Valid range: See Table 3
This frame element contains information relating to the SMPTE timecode associated with
the Dolby E frame. The format is shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Dolby E Frame Element for SMPTE Timecode

SMPTE
Timecode
Byte

MSB

Bit Number

LSB

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

0

[63]

[62]

[61]

[60]

[55]

[54]

[53]

[52]

1

[59]

[58]

H20

H10

H8

H4

H2

H1

2

[47]

[46]

[45]

[44]

[39]

[38]

[37]

[36]

3

[43]

M40

M20

M10

M8

M4

M2

M1

4

[31]

[30]

[29]

[28]

[23]

[22]

[21]

[20]

5

[27]

S40

S20

S10

S8

S4

S2

S1

6

[15]

[14]

[13]

[12]

[7]

[6]

[5]

[4]

7

[11]

DF

F20

F10

F8

F4

F2

F1

In Table 3, the notation [N] corresponds to the Nth bit of the SMPTE timecode word.
Some of these values are identified explicitly for ease of reference. The values
corresponding to binary-coded decimal (BCD) hours, minutes, seconds, and frames are
indicated with Hn, Mn, Sn, and Fn notation. The drop frame flag is indicated as DF.
It is possible that the SMPTE timecode field does not contain valid timecode information.
In these cases, the Dolby E encoder will flag the timecode as invalid by setting the BCD hours
field to the illegal value of 0x3f.

4.2.9

metadata_reserved_bits
Number of bits: 8
Valid range: 0
This frame element is reserved for future assignment. It should be written as zeros by
Dolby E encoders and ignored by Dolby E decoders.
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4.3

Frame Distribution Fields
These fields within the metadata segment specify how many words are allocated to each
part of the Dolby E frame.

4.3.1

channel_subsegment_size[ch]
Number of bits: 10
Valid range: 0–1,023
This frame element specifies the number of words within the Dolby E frame allocated to
the specified channel subsegment within the audio segment. This word count does not
include the CRC or bitstream key words associated with each audio subsegment. If this
word count is set to zero, then the corresponding channel subsegment does not exist in the
Dolby E frame.

4.3.2

metadata_extension_segment_size
Number of bits: 8
Valid range: 0–255
This frame element specifies the number of words within the Dolby E frame allocated to
the metadata extension segment. This word count does not include the CRC or bitstream
key words associated with the metadata extension segment. This element is always present
in the Dolby E frame.

4.3.3

meter_segment_size
Number of bits: 8
Valid range: 0–255
This frame element specifies the number of words within the Dolby E frame allocated to
the meter segment. This word count does not include the CRC or bitstream key words
associated with the meter segment. If this word count is set to zero, then the meter segment
does not exist in the Dolby E frame.
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4.4

Program Metadata Fields
These fields within the metadata segment contain information specific to each of the
coded programs in the audio segment of the Dolby E frame.

4.4.1

description_text[pgm]
Number of bits: 8
Valid range: 0x00, 0x02, 0x03, 0x20–0x7e
This frame element is an ASCII-formatted byte that is part of a multicharacter text
description of the associated program. The value 0x02 (STX) indicates that the next
character is the start of the text description, while the value 0x03 (ETX) indicates that the
previous character was the end of the text description. The value 0x00 (NUL) indicates that
no text description information is present in the current frame. Values between 0x20 and
0x7e convey the corresponding ASCII text character. All other values are reserved and
should be discarded if received.

4.4.2

bandwidth_id[pgm]
Number of bits: 2
Valid range: See table
This frame element indicates the audio bandwidth of the channels in the associated
program, as shown in the following table. Note that LFE channels within any program will
have a lower bandwidth than that indicated by this code.
Bandwidth ID

4.5

Audio Bandwidth

0

Full bandwidth

1

Half bandwidth

2

Voice grade

3

Reserved

Channel Metadata Fields
These fields within the metadata segment contain information specific to each of the coded
channels in the audio segment of the Dolby E frame.

4.5.1

revision_id[ch]
Number of bits: 4
Valid range: 0–15
This frame element indicates the revision of the Dolby E coding algorithm used to code the
specified channel. If a decoder is presented with a version number higher than it is capable
of decoding, the decoder should mute the corresponding channel. For the initial version of
the Dolby E algorithm, this field is set to 0. This frame element is independent of the
metadata_revision_id as described in Section 4.2.2.
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4.5.2

bitpool_type[ch]
Number of bits: 1
Valid range: 0 (independent), 1 (common)
This frame element indicates whether the specified channel was encoded using a common
bit pool shared across other channels in the program, or whether it was allocated a fixed bit
pool independent of other channels in the program. A value of 1 indicates a common bit
pool, while a value of 0 indicates an independent bit pool. This information is used in the
event of channel overdubbing; a common bit pool frame would require all channels in a
program to be decoded and reencoded, while an independent bit pool frame would permit
decoding and reencoding only the channels to be overdubbed.

4.5.3

begin_gain[ch]
Number of bits: 10
Valid range: 0–0x3ff
This frame element indicates the gain to be applied to the specified channel at the
beginning of the audio frame when decoding. This element is coded linearly in dB, where
unity gain is represented by 0x3c0 and each increment is equal to a gain of approximately
0.094 dB. Several examples of begin_gain words and their approximate gain factors are
shown in the following table. The value 0x000 is reserved for a linear gain of 0.
Table 4 Dolby E Frame Element for begin_gain[ch]
begin_gain

Gain Factor in dB

Linear Gain Factor

0x3ff

+5.93 dB

1.978

0x3c0

0 dB

1 (exact)

0x380

–6.02 dB

0.5 (exact)

0x001

–90.21 dB

0.00003085

0x000

–∞ dB

0

The equation that governs the meaning of the begin_gain word is:
linear gain factor = 2 [(begin_gain–960)/64]

The gain factor in dB is given by the following equation:
gain factor in dB = 220*log10 (linear gain factor) =
20*((begin gain–960)/64)*log10(2)

4.5.4

end_gain[ch]
Number of bits: 10
Valid range: 0–0x3ff
This frame element indicates the gain to be applied to the specified channel at the end of
the audio frame when decoding. This element is coded in the same format as the
begin_gain element.
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4.6

Metadata Subsegment Fields
The metadata segment of a Dolby E frame may contain one or more metadata
subsegments, each identified by a unique metadata subsegment ID. Each metadata
subsegment begins with a metadata subsegment length field, which allows decoders or
frame parsers that do not need to examine the subsegment to skip past it.

4.6.1

metadata_subsegment_id
Number of bits: 4
Valid range: See table
This frame element indicates which metadata subsegment follows, as shown in the
following table. A metadata subsegment ID of 0 indicates that no additional metadata
subsegments are present.
Metadata Subsegment ID

Metadata Subsegment that Follows

0

None

1

ac3_metadata_subsegment_xbsi()

2

ac3_metadata_subsegment_noxbsi()

3–15

4.6.2

Reserved

metadata_subsegment_length
Number of bits: 12
Valid range: 0–4,095
This frame element specifies the number of bits within the metadata segment allocated to
the current metadata subsegment. This count does not include the bits for the length field
itself.

4.6.3

metadata_subsegment
Number of bits: metadata_subsegment_length
Valid range: Depends on metadata subsegment
This is the metadata subsegment itself. The formats for the defined metadata subsegments
are described in Section 3.2.6.
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4.7

Other Metadata Fields
This part of the metadata segment contains other information related to the metadata
segment.

4.7.1

reserved_metadata_bits
Number of bits: Variable
Valid range: See text
This frame element is reserved for future assignment. It should be written as zeros by
Dolby E encoders and ignored by Dolby E decoders.
The size of this frame element ensures that the metadata segment uses an integer number
of words of the specified bit depth. Depending on the last bit position used by the other
metadata fields, this element may have a word size of anywhere between 0 and
(bit_depth –1) bits. It may even include more than one word if the metadata segment size
is set greater than the value needed to encompass the previous frame fields.

4.7.2

metadata_crc
Number of bits: bit_depth
Valid range: All possible values
This frame element provides error-detection capability for the metadata segment. It is
computed based on all of the previous metadata fields, except the metadata key (if
present).
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4.8

AC-3 Metadata Extended BSI Support Subsegment Fields
In response to requests from content producers, Dolby Laboratories modified the
definitions of several metadata parameters from their original definition as described in
the first revision of the A/52 standard. The revised definitions allow more information
to be carried about the audio program and also more choices for stereo downmixing.
When the metadata parameters carried in Dolby Digital were first described, they were
generically called bitstream information, or BSI. We refer to the additional parameter
definitions as extended BSI.
This metadata subsegment contains Dolby Digital (AC-3) and Dolby Digital Plus (E-AC-3)
bitstream parameters associated with each of the coded programs in the Dolby E frame.
This information can be used to configure a Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus encoder
that receives its PCM input data from a Dolby E decoder. This metadata subsegment
describes all the bitstream information required by a Dolby Digital encoder configured to
support extended BSI. Dolby Digital Plus encoders may require additional bitstream
parameters (e.g., mixing metadata parameters).
For more detailed information on the syntax and valid range of these AC-3 parameters,
please consult the ATSC standard A/52:2015 Digital Audio Compression Standard (AC-3, EAC-3), Annex D, available at www.atsc.org/standards.html.

Note:

Some of these fields are conditionally ignored by the Dolby Digital or Dolby
Digital Plus encoder, depending on the status of other fields. For example,
ac3_dsurmod will be used by a Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus encoder only if
ac3_acmod is set to 2/0; ac3_dsurmod is included in this subsegment, however,
regardless of the state of ac3_acmod. This approach provides a placeholder for
conditionally used variables to be inserted in the event that the conditioning
variable is modified.
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4.8.1

ac3_datarate[pgm]
Number of bits: 5
Valid range: See table
This frame element indicates the data rate that should be used to encode the Dolby
Digital or Dolby Digital Plus bitstream associated with the specified program, as shown
in the following table.
Program
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19–30
31

4.8.2

Data Rate
32 kbps
40 kbps
48 kbps
56 kbps
64 kbps
80 kbps
96 kbps
112 kbps
128 kbps
160 kbps
192 kbps
224 kbps
256 kbps
320 kbps
384 kbps
448 kbps
512 kbps
576 kbps
640 kbps
Reserved
Not specified

ac3_bsmod[pgm]
Number of bits: 3
This frame element indicates the bitstream mode of the Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital
Plus bitstream associated with the specified program.
The bitstream mode describes the audio service contained within the Dolby Digital or
Dolby Digital Plus bitstream. A complete audio program may consist of a main audio
service (a complete mix of the entire audio program), an associated audio service
comprising a complete mix, or one main service combined with an associated service. To
form a complete audio program, it may be (but rarely is) necessary to decode both a main
service and an associated service using a maximum total bit rate of 512 kbps.
Although a detailed description of each option follows, in practice most programming
uses the default setting, Complete Main. An example of an exception to this rule is a
special karaoke DVD, or an emergency service within digital television.
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Table 5 Bitstream Mode (bsmod)

Bitstream Mode
Setting

Complete Main
(CM)

Main Music and
Effects (ME)

Associated Visual
Impaired (VI)

Associated Hear
Impaired (HI)

Associated
Dialogue (D)

Associated
Commentary (C)
Associated
Emergency (E)
Associated Voice
Over (VO)
Main Service
Karaoke (K)

Definition
Complete Main flags the bitstream as the main audio service for the
program and indicates that all elements are present to form a complete audio
program. Currently, this is the most common setting. The CM service
contains one (mono) to six (5.1) channels. Audio in multiple languages is
provided by supplying multiple CM services, each in a different language.
This bitstream is the main audio service for the program, minus a dialogue
channel. The dialogue channel, if any, is intended to be carried by an
associated dialogue service. Different dialogue services can be associated
with a single ME service to support multiple languages.
This is typically a single-channel program intended to provide a narrative
description of the picture content to be decoded along with the main audio
service. The VI service is a complete mix of all program channels,
comprising up to six channels.
This is typically a single-channel program intended to convey audio that has
been processed for increased intelligibility and decoded along with the main
audio service. The HI service is a complete mix of all program channels,
comprising up to six channels.
This is typically a single-channel program intended to provide a dialogue
channel for an ME service. If the ME service contains more than two
channels, the D service is limited to only one channel; if the ME service is
two channels, the D service can be a stereo pair. The appropriate channels of
each service are mixed together (requires special decoders).
This is typically a single-channel program intended to convey additional
commentary that can be optionally decoded along with the main audio
service. This service differs from a dialogue service because it contains an
optional, rather than a required, dialogue channel.
This is a single-channel service that is given priority in reproduction. When
the E service appears in the bitstream, it is given priority in the decoder and
the main service is muted.
This is a single-channel service intended to be decoded and mixed to the
Center channel (requires special decoders).
This bitstream is a special service for karaoke playback. In this case, the
Left and Right channels contain music, the Center channel has a guide
melody, and the Left and Right Surround channels carry optional backing
vocals.
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4.8.3

ac3_acmod[pgm]
Number of bits: 3
This frame element indicates the audio coding mode of the Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital
Plus bitstream associated with the specified program. All values indicated in Table 6 are
allowed.
The acmod parameter indicates the active channels within the encoded bitstream and
affects both the encoder and decoder. This acmod parameter instructs the encoder about
which inputs to use for a particular program, and tells the decoder what channels are
present in this program so the decoder can deliver the audio to the correct speakers.
The setting is represented as X/Y, where X is the number of front channels (Left, Center,
Right) and Y the number of surround channels.
The availability of certain channel modes depends on the down-stream encoder data rate
and whether the LFE channel is present. For example, it is impossible to have a mono
stream with an LFE channel (1.1), or a 3/2 stream at 96 kbps. Appropriate data rates are
shown in the definition of each setting.

Note: The presence of the LFE channel is indicated through a different metadata
parameter (ac3_lfeon).

Table 6 Audio Coding Mode (acmod)

Parameter
value

Audio Coding
Mode

Dolby Digital
Data Rate

Dolby Digital Plus
Data Rate

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1/0 Mono
2/0 Stereo
3/0
2/1
3/1
2/2
3/2

56-640 kbps
96-640 kbps
160-640 kbps
160-640 kbps
192-640 kbps
192-640 kbps
224-640 kbps

From 32 kbps
From 96 kbps
From 128 kbps
From 128 kbps
From 160 kbps
From 160 kbps
From 192 kbps
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4.8.4

ac3_cmixlev[pgm]
Number of bits: 2
This frame element indicates the center mix level of the Dolby Digital bitstream associated
with the specified program. This element is present in the Dolby E frame, regardless of the
value of the audio coding mode. This element is not present in Dolby Digital Plus
bitstreams.
When the encoded audio has three front channels (L, C, R) but the consumer has only two
front speakers (left and right), this parameter indicates the nominal downmix level for the
Center channel with respect to the Left and Right channels. Dolby Digital decoders use this
parameter during downmixing in Lo/Ro mode when extended BSI parameters are not
active. If cmixlev is set to the reserved code, decoders should still reproduce audio. The
intermediate value of cmixlev (–4.5 dB) may be used in this case.
cmixlev

4.8.5

Center Downmix Level (clev)

00

0.707 (–3 dB)

01

0.595 (–4.5 dB)

10

0.5 (–6 dB)

11

Reserved

ac3_surmixlev[pgm]
Number of bits: 2
This frame element indicates the surround mix level of the Dolby Digital bitstream
associated with the specified program. This element is present in the Dolby E frame,
regardless of the value of the audio coding mode. This element is not present in Dolby
Digital Plus bitstreams.
When the encoded audio has one or more surround channels but the consumer does not
have surround speakers, this parameter indicates the nominal downmix level for the
surround channels with respect to the Left and Right front channels. Dolby Digital decoders
use this parameter during downmixing in Lo/Ro mode when extended BSI parameters are
not active.
If surmixlev is set to the reserved code, the decoder should still reproduce audio. The
intermediate value of surmixlev (–6 dB) may be used in this case.
surmixlev

Surround Downmix Level (slev)

00

0.707 (–3 dB)

01

0.5 (–6 dB)

10

0 (–∞ dB)

11

Reserved
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4.8.6

ac3_dsurmod[pgm]
Number of bits: 2
This frame element indicates the Dolby Surround mode of the Dolby Digital or Dolby
Digital Plus bitstream associated with the specified program. This element is present in
the Dolby E frame, regardless of the value of the audio coding mode.
This parameter indicates to a Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus decoding product that
also contains a Dolby Pro Logic® decoder (for example, a 5.1-channel amplifier) whether
or not the two-channel encoded bitstream contains a Dolby Surround (Lt/Rt) program
that requires Dolby Pro Logic decoding. Decoders can use this flag to switch on Dolby
Pro Logic decoding automatically as required.
If ac3_dsurmod is set to the reserved code, the decoder should still reproduce audio.
The reserved code may be interpreted as “not indicated”.

dsurmod

Indication
Not indicated

00
01

Not Dolby Surround encoded

10

Dolby Surround encoded
Reserved

11

4.8.7

ac3_lfeon[pgm]
Number of bits: 1
The LFE channel status parameter indicates to a Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus
encoder whether an LFE channel is present within the specified program. Audio coding
mode determines whether the LFE channel parameter can be set. You must have at least
three channels to be able to add an LFE channel. This bit has a value of 1 if the LFE (lowfrequency effects or subwoofer) channel is on, and a value of 0 if the LFE channel is off.
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4.8.8

ac3_dialnorm[pgm]
Number of bits: 5
This frame element indicates the dialogue normalization value (dialnorm) of the Dolby
Digital or Dolby Digital Plus bitstream associated with the specified program. When audio
from different sources is reproduced, the apparent loudness of the dialogue element,
which generally serves as a reference for the loudness of all the other program elements,
frequently varies from source to source. These sources might be different program
segments during a broadcast (e.g., the movie vs. a commercial message) different
broadcast channels, or different media. The dialnorm parameter indicates the mean
level of the dialogue during the program, relative to 0 dBFS (or full-scale digital level).
The 5-bit dialnorm value is interpreted as an unsigned integer that indicates how many
dB the subjective dialogue level is below full scale. The dialnorm parameter is used by
the section of the sound reproduction system responsible for setting the reproduction
level. Listeners generally set the system volume control to reproduce dialogue at their
preferred loudness. The value of dialnorm can then be used to adjust the gain of the
reproduction system so that the dialogue loudness of all the programs is reproduced at
31 dB below full scale. This adjustment compensates for the different dialogue levels
from program to program, with the result that the loudness remains constant, at the
listener's desired level, from program to program. As an example, the level of a program
whose dialnorm value is 25 will be reduced by 6 dB so that the dialogue will be
reproduced at 31 dB below full scale. Similarly, the level of a program with a dialnorm
of 17 will be attenuated by 14 dB.

4.8.9

ac3_langcode[pgm]
Number of bits: 1
This frame element indicates the language code exists flag of the Dolby Digital bitstream
associated with the specified program.
Note: The ATSC Standard A/52:2015, Digital Audio Compression Standard (AC-3, EAC-3) no longer uses the ac3_langcod parameter to indicate the program language.
For ATSC DTV applications, ac3_langcode shall be set to "0" (not applicable).

4.8.10

ac3_langcod[pgm]
Number of bits: 8
This frame element indicates the language code of the AC-3 bitstream associated with the
specified program. This element is present in the Dolby E frame, regardless of the value of
the language code exists flag.
Note: The ATSC Standard A/52:2015, Digital Audio Compression Standard (AC-3, E-AC3) no longer uses the ac3_langcod parameter to indicate the program language. For
ATSC DTV applications, ac3_langcod shall be set to "0" (not applicable).
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4.8.11

ac3_audprodie[pgm]
Number of bits: 1
This frame element indicates that audio production exists in the Dolby Digital bitstream
associated with the specified program. This bit indicates the presence of valid mix level
and room type information. This element is not present in Dolby Digital Plus bitstreams.

4.8.12

ac3_mixlevel[pgm]
Number of bits: 5
This frame element indicates the mix level of the Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus
bitstream associated with the specified program.
The “mixing level” code indicates the absolute acoustic sound pressure level of an
individual program during the final audio mixing session. The 5-bit code represents a
value in the range 0 to 31. The peak mixing level is 80 plus the value of mixlevel dB
SPL, or 80 to 111 dB SPL. The peak mixing level is the acoustic level of a sine wave in a
single channel whose peaks reach 100 percent in the PCM representation. The absolute
SPL value is typically measured by means of pink noise with an RMS value of 20 or 30
dB below the peak RMS sine wave level. The value of mixlevel is not typically used
within the Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus decoder but may be used by other parts
of the audio reproduction equipment. This element is present in the Dolby E frame
regardless of the value of the audio production information exists flag.

4.8.13

ac3_roomtyp[pgm]
Number of bits: 2
This frame element indicates the room type of the Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus
bitstream associated with the specified program.
The room type code indicates the relative size and monitor frequency response curve of
the mixing room used for the final audio mixing session. The value of roomtyp is not
typically used by the Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus decoder, but may be used by
other parts of the audio reproduction equipment. If roomtyp is set to the reserved code
(which may be interpreted as “not indicated”) the decoder should still reproduce audio.
This element is present in the Dolby E frame regardless of the value of the audio
production information exists flag.
roomtyp

4.8.14

Type of Mixing Room

00

Not indicated

01

Large room, X curve monitor

10

Small room, flat monitor

11

Reserved

ac3_copyrightb[pgm]
Number of bits: 1
This frame element indicates the copyright bit of the Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus
bitstream associated with the specified program.
If this bit has a value of 1, the information in the bitstream is indicated as protected by
copyright. It has a value of 0 if the information is not indicated as protected.
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4.8.15

ac3_origbs[pgm]
Number of bits: 1
This frame element indicates the original bitstream flag of the Dolby Digital or Dolby
Digital Plus bitstream associated with the specified program. This bit has a value of 1 if
this is an original bitstream. This bit has a value of 0 if this is a copy of another bitstream.

4.8.16

ac3_xbsi1e[pgm]
Number of bits: 1
If this frame element is a 1, the following 14 bits contain extra bitstream information
associated with the specified program.

4.8.17

ac3_dmixmod[pgm]
Number of bits: 2
This frame element, as shown in the following table, indicates the type of stereo downmix
preferred by the mastering engineer for the specified program. This information may be
used by the Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus decoder to automatically configure the
type of stereo downmix but may also be overridden or ignored. If dmixmod is set to the
reserved code, the decoder should still reproduce audio. The reserved code can be
interpreted as “not indicated”.

dmixmod

Indication

00

Not indicated

01

Lt/Rt downmix preferred

10

Lo/Ro downmix preferred

11

Reserved
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4.8.18

ac3_ltrtcmixlev[pgm]
Number of bits: 3
This frame element, as shown in the following table, indicates the nominal downmix level
of the Center channel with respect to the Left and Right channels in an Lt/Rt downmix for
the specified program.
ltrtcmixlev
000

1.414 (+3 dB)

001

1.189 (+1.5 dB)

010

1 (0 dB)

011

0.841 (–1.5 dB)

100

0.707 (–3 dB)

101

0.595 (–4.5 dB)

110

0.5 (–6 dB)

111

0 (–∞ dB)

Note:

4.8.19

Center Downmix Level (clev)

The frame element ac3_ltrtcmixlev[pgm] is defined as described in the preceding
table when the audio coding mode is 3/0, 3/1, or 3/2. For audio coding modes 1+1,
1/0, 2/0, 2/1, and 2/2, the definition of this field is reserved.

ac3_ltrtsurmixlev[pgm]
Number of bits: 3
This frame element, as shown in the following table, indicates the nominal downmix level
of the surround channels with respect to the Left and Right channels in an Lt/Rt downmix
for the specified program.
ltrtsurmixlev

Surround Downmix Level (slev)

000

1.414 (+3 dB)

001

1.189 (+1.5 dB)

010

1 (0 dB)

011

0.841 (–1.5 dB)

100

0.707 (–3 dB)

101

0.595 (–4.5 dB)

110

0.5 (–6 dB)

111

0 (–∞ dB)

Note:

The frame element ac3_ltrtsurmixlev[pgm] is defined as described in the
preceding table when the audio coding mode is 2/1, 3/1, 2/2 or 3/2. For audio coding
modes 1+1, 1/0, 2/0, and 3/0, the definition of this field is reserved.
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4.8.20

ac3_lorocmixlev[pgm]
Number of bits: 3
This frame element, as shown in the following table, indicates the nominal downmix level
of the center channel with respect to the Left and Right channels in an Lo/Ro downmix for
the specified program.
lorocmixlev
000

1.414 (+3 dB)

001

1.189 (+1.5 dB)

010

1 (0 dB)

011

0.841 (–1.5 dB)

100

0.707 (–3 dB)

101

0.595 (–4.5 dB)

110

0.5 (–6 dB)

111

0 (–∞ dB)

Note:

4.8.21

Center Downmix Level (clev)

The frame element ac3_lorocmixlev[pgm] is defined as described in the
preceding table when the audio coding mode is 3/0, 3/1, or 3/2. For audio coding
modes 1+1, 1/0, 2/0, 2/1, and 2/2, the definition of this field is reserved.

ac3_lorosurmixlev[pgm]
Number of bits: 3
This frame element, as shown in the following table, indicates the nominal downmix level
of the surround channels with respect to the Left and Right channels in an Lo/Ro downmix
for the specified program.
lorosurmixlev

Surround Downmix Level (slev)

000

1.414 (+3 dB)

001

1.189 (+1.5 dB)

010

1 (0 dB)

011

0.841 (–1.5 dB)

100

0.707 (–3 dB)

101

0.595 (–4.5 dB)

110

0.5 (–6 dB)

111

0 (–∞dB)

Note:

The frame element ac3_lorosurmixlev[pgm] is defined as described in the
preceding table when the audio coding mode is 2/1, 3/1, 2/2, or 3/2. For audio coding
modes 1+1, 1/0, 2/0, and 3/0, the definition of this field is reserved.
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4.8.22

ac3_xbsi2e[pgm]
Number of bits: 1
If this frame element is a 1, the following 14 bits contain extra bitstream information
associated with the specified program.

4.8.23

ac3_dsurexmod[pgm]
Number of bits: 2
This frame element, as shown in the following table, indicates whether or not the specified
program has been encoded in Dolby Digital Surround EX™. The reserved code may be
interpreted as not indicated.
dsurexmod
00

Not indicated

01

Not Dolby Digital Surround EX encoded

10

Dolby Digital Surround EX encoded

11

Reserved

Note:

4.8.24

Indication

The frame element ac3_dsurexmod[pgm] is defined as described in the preceding
table when the audio coding mode is 2/2 or 3/2. For audio coding modes 1+1, 1/0,
2/0, 3/0, 2/1, and 3/1, the definition of this field is reserved.

ac3_dheadphonmod[pgm]
Number of bits: 2
This frame element, as shown in the following table, indicates whether the program has
been encoded in Dolby Headphone.
dheadphonmod

Indication

00

Not indicated

01

Not Dolby Headphone encoded

10

Dolby Headphone encoded

11

Reserved

Note:

The frame element ac3_dheadphonmod[pgm] is defined as described in the
preceding table when the audio coding mode is 2/0. For audio coding modes 1+1,
1/0, 3/0, 2/1, 3/1, 2/2, and 3/2, the definition of this field is reserved.
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4.8.25

ac3_adconvtyp[pgm]
Number of bits: 1
This frame element, as shown in the following table, indicates the type of A/D converter
technology used to capture the PCM audio for the specified program. If the type of A/D
converter used is not known, the Standard setting should be chosen.
adconvtyp

4.8.26

Indication

0

Standard

1

HDCD

ac3_xbsi2[pgm]
Number of bits: 8
This frame element is reserved for future assignment.

4.8.27

ac3_encinfo[pgm]
Number of bits: 1
This frame element is reserved for internal use by Dolby Laboratories.

4.8.28

ac3_hpfon[pgm]
Number of bits: 1
Valid range: 0 (filter disabled), 1 (filter enabled)
This frame element indicates whether the DC highpass filter in the Dolby Digital or Dolby
Digital Plus encoder should be enabled for the specified program.

4.8.29

ac3_bwlpfon[pgm]
Number of bits: 1
Valid range: 0 (filter disabled), 1 (filter enabled)
This frame element indicates whether the bandwidth lowpass filter in the Dolby Digital
or Dolby Digital Plus encoder should be enabled for the specified program.

4.8.30

ac3_lfelpfon[pgm]
Number of bits: 1
Valid range: 0 (filter disabled), 1 (filter enabled)
This frame element indicates whether the LFE channel lowpass filter in the Dolby Digital
or Dolby Digital Plus encoder should be enabled for the specified program.
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4.8.31

ac3_sur90on[pgm]
Number of bits: 1
Valid range: 0 (filter disabled), 1 (filter enabled)
This frame element indicates whether the surround channel 90-degree phase shift filter in
the Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus encoder should be enabled for the specified
program.

4.8.32

ac3_suratton[pgm]
Number of bits: 1
Valid range: 0 (attenuation disabled), 1 (attenuation enabled)
This frame element indicates whether the surround channel 3 dB attenuator in the Dolby
Digital or Dolby Digital Plus encoder should be enabled for the specified program.

4.8.33

ac3_rfpremphon[pgm]
Number of bits: 1
Valid range: 0 (protection disabled), 1 (protection enabled)
This frame element indicates whether the RF overmodulation protection function in the
Dolby Digital encoder should be enabled for the specified program. When this function is
enabled, the Dolby Digital encoder includes pre-emphasis in its calculations for RF Mode
compression. The parameter has no effect when decoding using Line Mode compression.
Except in rare cases, this parameter should be disabled.

4.8.34

ac3_compre[pgm]
Number of bits: 1
This frame element indicates whether RF compression words are present in the Dolby
Digital or Dolby Digital Plus bitstream associated with the specified program. Each
program carried in the Dolby E stream has either a compression profile name or a
compression (compr) word associated with it. If ac3_compre is set to 0, the
ac3_compr1 frame element indicates which dynamic range compression profile should
be used by the Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus encoder. If this bit is a 1, the
ac3_compr1 frame element represents a compression control word.
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4.8.35

ac3_compr1[pgm]
Number of bits: 8
This frame element either identifies a compression profile or contains the RF mode
compression word of the Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus bitstream associated with
the specified program and is associated with the first half of the Dolby E frame. This
element is present in the Dolby E frame regardless of the value of the RF compression
word exists flag.
If ac3_compre[pgm] is set to 0, ac3_compr1[pgm] indicates which RF mode compression
profile should be used by the Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus encoder, according to
the following table.
ac3_compr1[pgm]

RF compression profile

0

None

1

Film Standard

2

Film Light

3

Music Standard

4

Music Light

5

Speech
Reserved

6–255

4.8.36

ac3_dynrnge[pgm]
Number of bits: 1
This frame element indicates whether dynamic range compression words are present in the
Dolby Digital bitstream associated with the specified program.

4.8.37

ac3_dynrng1[pgm]–ac3_dynrng4[pgm]
Number of bits: 8
These frame elements either identify a compression profile or contain the dynamic range
compression words of the Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus bitstream associated with
the specified program and are associated with the first half of the Dolby E frame. The
compression profile or words are applied within a Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus
decoder when line mode is selected. This element is present in the Dolby E frame
regardless of the value of the dynamic range compression word exists flag.
If ac3_dynrnge[pgm] is set to 0, ac3_dynrng1[pgm] indicates which dynamic range
compression profile the Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus encoder should use, according
to the table shown for ac3_compr1[pgm].

4.8.38

ac3_addbsie[pgm]
Number of bits: 1
This frame element indicates that additional bitstream information is present in the Dolby
Digital or Dolby Digital Plus bitstream associated with the specified program.
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4.8.39

ac3_addbsil[pgm]
Number of bits: 6
This frame element indicates the additional bitstream information length of the Dolby
Digital or Dolby Digital Plus bitstream associated with the specified program. This
element is present in the Dolby E frame only if the additional bitstream information
exists flag is set to 1.

4.8.40

ac3_addbsi[pgm]
Number of bits: (ac3_addbsil + 1) x 8
This frame element contains the additional bitstream information of the Dolby Digital or
Dolby Digital Plus bitstream associated with the specified program. This element is
present in the Dolby E frame only if the additional bitstream information exists flag is set
to 1.

4.9

AC-3 Metadata No Extended BSI Support Subsegment Fields

The purpose of this metadata subsegment is to configure downstream Dolby Digital
encoders with no extended BSI support. This information may be used to configure a
Dolby Digital encoder that receives its PCM input data from a Dolby E decoder. For more
detailed information on the syntax and valid range of these AC-3 parameters, please
consult the ATSC standard A/52:2015 Digital Audio Compression Standard (AC-3, E-AC-3),
available at www.atsc.org/standards.html. Due to the similarities between this subsegment
and the AC-3 metadata extended BSI support subsegment, only the fields that are unique
to this subsegment are described in the following sections. Refer to Section 3.2.4 for a
description of the common fields. These fields are not present in Dolby Digital Plus
bitstreams.

Note: Some of these fields are conditionally ignored by the Dolby Digital encoder,
depending on the status of other fields. For example, ac3_dsurmod will be used
by a Dolby Digital encoder only if ac3_acmod is set to 2/0; ac3_dsurmod is
included in this subsegment, however, regardless of the state of ac3_acmod. This
approach provides a placeholder for conditionally used variables to be inserted in
the event that the conditioning variable is modified. In certain modes, however,
some of these variables will be irrelevant.

4.9.1

ac3_timecod1e[pgm]
Number of bits: 1
This frame element indicates that the timecode #1 is present in the Dolby Digital bitstream
associated with the specified program.
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4.9.2

ac3_timecod1[pgm]
Number of bits: 14
This frame element indicates the timecode #1 of the Dolby Digital bitstream associated with
the specified program. This element is present in the Dolby E frame, regardless of the value
of the timecode #1 exists flag. This field is considered legacy, as timecode is typically
carried outside of the Dolby Digital bitstream.

4.9.3

ac3_timecod2e[pgm]
Number of bits: 1
This frame element indicates that timecode #2 is present in the Dolby Digital bitstream
associated with the specified program.

4.9.4

ac3_timecod2[pgm]
Number of bits: 14
This frame element contains the timecode #2 of the Dolby Digital bitstream associated with
the specified program. This element is present in the Dolby E frame, regardless of the value
of the timecode #2 exists flag. This field is considered legacy, as timecode is typically
carried outside of the Dolby Digital bitstream.

4.10

Metadata Extension Segment Field
Each Dolby E frame contains a metadata extension segment in addition to the standard
metadata segment.

metadata_extension_key
Number of bits: bit_depth
Valid range: All possible values
This frame element is used to descramble the remaining words in the metadata extension
segment prior to unpacking. Before the remaining words are unpacked, each one must be
exclusive-or'd with this word in a bit-wise manner. This descrambling must be applied to
all words, up to and including the metadata extension CRC. The metadata extension key is
present in the frame only if the key_present flag is true. If the metadata extension key is
not present, then no descrambling is necessary before unpacking.

4.11

Metadata Extension Subsegment Fields
The metadata extension segment may contain one or more metadata extension
subsegments, each identified by a unique metadata extension subsegment ID. Each
metadata extension subsegment begins with a metadata extension subsegment length
field, which allows decoders or frame parsers that do not need to examine the extension
subsegment to skip past it.
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4.11.1

metadata_extension_subsegment_id
Number of bits: 4
Valid range: See Section 3.2.6
This frame element indicates which metadata subsegment follows, as shown in the table in
Section 3.2.6. A metadata_extension_subsegment_id of 0 indicates that no additional
metadata extension subsegments are present.

Note: Not all metadata subsegments in the standard metadata segment are required to
have corresponding metadata extension subsegments.

4.11.2

metadata_extension_subsegment_length
Number of bits: 12
Valid range: 0–4,095
This frame element specifies the number of bits within the metadata extension segment
allocated to the current metadata extension subsegment. This count does not include the
bits for the length field itself.

4.11.3

metadata_extension_subsegment
Number of bits: metadata_extension_subsegment_length
Valid range: Depends on metadata_extension_subsegment
This is the metadata_extension_subsegment itself. The formats for the defined
metadata extension subsegments are described in Section 3.2.6.

4.12

Other Metadata Extension Fields
This part of the metadata segment contains other information related to the metadata
segment.
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4.12.1

reserved_metadata_extension_bits
Number of bits: Variable
Valid range: See text
This frame element is reserved for future assignment. It should be written as zeros by
Dolby E encoders and ignored by Dolby E decoders.
The size of this frame element ensures that the metadata extension segment uses an integer
number of words of the specified bit depth. Depending on the last bit position used by the
other metadata extension fields, this element can have a word size of anywhere between
0 and (bit_depth –1) bits. It may even include more than one word if the metadata
extension segment size is set greater than the value needed to encompass the previous
frame fields.

4.12.2

metadata_extension_crc
Number of bits: bit_depth
Valid range: All possible values
This frame element provides error-detection capability for the metadata extension
segment. It is computed based on all of the previous metadata extension fields, except the
metadata extension key (if present).

4.13

Metadata Extension Subsegment Elements
This metadata extension subsegment contains Dolby Digital and Dolby Digital Plus
bitstream parameters associated with each of the coded programs in the Dolby E frame.
These fields are always present in the Dolby E frame. For more detailed information on the
syntax and valid range of these parameters, please consult the ATSC standard A/52:2015
Digital Audio Compression Standard (AC-3, E-AC-3), available at www.atsc.org/standards.html.

4.13.1

ac3_compr2[pgm]
Number of bits: 8
This frame element contains the RF compression word of the Dolby Digital or Dolby
Digital Plus bitstream associated with the specified program. This word is associated
with the second half of the Dolby E frame. This element is present in the Dolby E frame,
regardless of the value of the RF compression word exists flag, but is not to be used if the
RF compression word exists flag is zero.

4.13.2

ac3_dynrng5[pgm]–ac3_dynrng8[pgm]
Number of bits: 8
These frame elements contain the dynamic range compression word of the AC-3 bitstream
associated with the specified program. These words are associated with the second half of
the Dolby E frame. The words are applied within a Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus
decoder when line mode is selected. These elements are present in the Dolby E frame,
regardless of the value of the dynamic range compression word exists flag, but is not to be
used if the dynamic range compression word exists flag is zero.
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4.14

Audio Segment Elements
This section describes elements contained within both audio subsegments of the primary
audio segment. Each audio subsegment contains half the coded channels. The structure
of the audio segments and subsegments is described in Section 2.4.

4.14.1

audio_subsegmentx_key
Number of bits: bit_depth
Valid range: All possible values
This frame element is used to descramble the remaining words in audio subsegment x
prior to unpacking. Before the remaining words are unpacked, each one must be
exclusive-or'd with this word in a bit-wise manner. This descrambling must be applied to
all words, up to and including the audio subsegment CRC.
The audio subsegment key is present in the frame only if the key_present flag is true.
If the audio subsegment key is not present, then no descrambling is necessary before
unpacking.

4.14.2

channel_subsegment[ch]
Number of bits: channel_subsegment_size[ch] x bit_depth
Valid range: Depends on audio encoder
This frame element contains the coded audio signal for the specified channel. The format
and syntax of this element is beyond the scope of this document. The size of this element is
specified by the channel_subsegment_size[ch] element in the metadata segment, in
conjunction with the bit depth of the Dolby E frame. If the channel subsegment size value
is zero, then this channel does not exist in the Dolby E frame.

4.14.3

audio_subsegmentx_crc
Number of bits: bit_depth
Valid range: All possible values
This frame element provides error-detection capability for audio subsegment x. It is
computed based on all of the previous audio subsegment fields, except the audio
subsegment key (if present).
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4.15

Audio Extension Segment Elements
Each Dolby E frame contains an audio extension segment in addition to the primary audio
segment. This section describes elements contained within both audio subsegments of
the audio extension segment. Each audio subsegment contains half the coded channels.
The structure of the audio segments and subsegments is described in Section 2.4.

4.15.1

audio_extension_subsegmentx_key
Number of bits: bit_depth
Valid range: All possible values
This frame element is used to descramble the remaining words in audio extension
subsegment x prior to unpacking. Before the remaining words are unpacked, each one
must be exclusive-or'd with this word in a bit-wise manner. This descrambling must be
applied to all words, up to and including the audio extension subsegment CRC.
The audio_extension_subsegment_key is present in the frame only if the key_present
flag is true. If the audio_extension_subsegment_key is not present, then no
descrambling is necessary before unpacking.

4.15.2

channel_extension_subsegment[ch]
Number of bits: channel_subsegment_size[ch] x bit_depth
Valid range: Depends on audio encoder
This frame element contains the coded audio signal for the specified channel. The format
and syntax of this element is beyond the scope of this document. The size of this element is
specified by the channel_subsegment_size[ch] element in the metadata segment, in
conjunction with the bit depth of the Dolby E frame. If the channel subsegment size value
is zero, then this channel does not exist in the Dolby E frame.

4.15.3

audio_extension_subsegmentx_crc
Number of bits: bit_depth
Valid range: All possible values
This frame element provides error-detection capability for audio extension subsegment x.
It is computed based on all of the previous audio extension subsegment fields, except the
audio_extension_subsegment_key (if present).
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4.16

Meter Segment Elements
The meter segment contains the audio signal meter values. This segment exists in the
Dolby E frame only if the meter segment size value in the metadata segment is nonzero.

4.16.1

meter_key
Number of bits: bit_depth
Valid range: All possible values
This frame element is used to descramble the remaining words in the meter segment prior
to unpacking. Before the remaining words are unpacked, each one must be exclusive-or'd
with this word in a bit-wise manner. This descrambling must be applied to all words, up to
and including the meter CRC. The meter key is present in the frame only if the
key_present flag is true. If the meter key is not present, then no descrambling is
necessary before unpacking.

4.16.2

peak_meter[ch]
Number of bits: 10
Valid range: 0–0x3ff
This frame element contains the peak meter value across the Dolby E frame for the
specified channel. This element is coded linearly in dB, where digital full scale is
represented by 0x3c0 and each increment is equal to an increase of 0.094 dB. Several
example values are shown in following table. The value 0x000 is reserved for a linear meter
value of 0. Values above 0x3c0 are used to indicate clipping by the specified amount; the
value 0x3ff is used to indicate clipping without specifying the amount of clipping.

4.16.3

Peak Meter

Meter Value in dB

Linear Meter Value

0x3ff

Clipping: Unspecified

Clipping: Unspecified

0x3fe

Clipping: +5.83 dB

Clipping: 1.957

0x3c0

0 dB

1 (exact)

0x380

–6.02 dB

0.5 (exact)

0x001

–90.21 dB

0.00003085

0x000

–∞ dB

0

rms_meter[ch]
Number of bits: 10
Valid range: 0–0x3ff
This frame element contains the RMS meter value across the Dolby E frame for the
specified channel. This element is coded in the same format as the peak meter element.
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4.16.4

reserved_meter_bits
Number of bits: Variable
Valid range: See text
This frame element is reserved for future assignment. It is written as zeros by Dolby E
encoders and ignored by Dolby E decoders.
The size of this frame element ensures that the meter segment uses an integer number of
words of the specified bit depth. Depending on the last bit position used by the other meter
fields, this element may have a word size of anywhere between 0 and (bit_depth –1) bits.
It may even include more than one word if the meter segment size is set greater than the
value needed to encompass the previous frame fields.

4.16.5

meter_crc
Number of bits: bit_depth
Valid range: All possible values
This frame element provides error-detection capability for the meter segment. It is
computed based on all of the previous meter fields, except the meter_key (if present).
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Selected Topics

5.1

Bitstream Keys
The Dolby E frame makes optional use of bitstream keys, which are words that are used to
scramble and descramble the contents of frame segments via a simple exclusive-or
operation. Bitstream keys may or may not be present in a Dolby E frame, as indicated by
the frame sync word. If they are present, they must be applied prior to decoding.
Bitstream keys are found at the beginning of metadata and audio segments or
subsegments. Bitstream keys only apply to the segment or subsegment in which they are
located.
Bitstream keys are used within the Dolby E frame to prevent undesirable words from
appearing in the bitstream. Depending on system requirements, it may be necessary to
ensure that certain bit patterns do not appear within the frame. As an example, it may be
desirable to guarantee that the only time the sync word bit pattern appears in a Dolby E
frame is within the sync word element itself. Other examples can also be found in which
external systems requirements mandate that certain special word patterns not appear
within the frame. The Dolby E frame syntax provides an option for bitstream keys so that
these sorts of problems can be avoided.
Operationally, decoders and frame parsers must detect whether or not bitstream keys are
present before doing any other decoding. If they are, the bitstream keys must first be
applied to the corresponding segment or subsegment to descramble the words back to
their original values. Each word is replaced by the result of an exclusive or (XOR)
operation between the word and bitstream key located at the beginning of the segment or
subsegment. The CRC must then be verified to see if any errors have occurred. Finally, if
the CRC check is valid, the frame itself can be decoded.
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5.2

CRC Words
The Dolby E frame uses CRC words as a means of detecting any errors that may have
occurred during bitstream storage or transmission. Each CRC word is defined to occupy
the full bit depth as specified by the frame format. Despite that fact that CRC words may
occupy 20 or 24 bits, the CRC generating equations are always performed using a 16-bit
CRC algorithm. The CRC algorithm used here assumes a generator polynomial of: x16 + x15
+ x2 + 1.
The CRC calculation may be implemented by any one of several standard techniques. A
convenient hardware implementation is a linear feedback shift register (LFSR). An
example of an LFSR circuit for the above generator polynomial is shown in Figure 4. The
"plus" element in Figure 4 is a single-bit exclusive-or operation.

+

b15

+

b14

b13

b3

b2

+

b1

b0

input

Figure 4 CRC calculation using LFSR circuit

Checking for a valid CRC with the circuit in Figure 4 consists of the following steps:
1.
2.
3.

Reset the LFSR registers to all zeros.
Shift the Dolby E frame segment bits (including the CRC itself) serially into the LFSR in the
order in which they appear in the bitstream.
The CRC word is considered valid if the LFSR registers are all zeros after the complete
frame segment has been shifted in.
Computing the correct CRC word in a Dolby E encoder consists of the following steps:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Reset the LFSR registers to all zeros.
Construct the Dolby E frame segment with a placeholder CRC word set to all zeros.
Shift the Dolby E frame segment bits (including the placeholder CRC itself) serially into the
LFSR in the order in which they appear in the bitstream.
The correct CRC word is equal to the 16-bit LFSR result. If the CRC word bit depth is
greater than 16 bits, set the most significant bits (above the lowest 16 bits) to zeros.
This technique will always result in a CRC word with the most significant bits (above the
lowest 16 bits) set to zeros. If this behavior is not desired, the most significant bits of the
placeholder CRC can be set to any arbitrary values in step 2. These values will also be the
most significant bits of the correct CRC word.
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5.3

RF And Dynamic Range Compression Words
The RF and dynamic range compression words located in the AC-3 metadata subsegment
of the Dolby E frame are intended to provide externally derived dynamic range
compression values to a Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus encoder. Operationally, the
Dolby E decoder provides its decoded PCM signals to the Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital
Plus encoder's PCM inputs, and separately provides the dynamic range compression data
to the Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus encoder's metadata input along with the other
metadata values.
Because the Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus encoder and the Dolby E system use
different frame rates, the two systems cannot be run with synchronous framing, and thus
there will always be a certain amount of uncertainty as to when the dynamic range
compression values are applied relative to the PCM inputs. To avoid extended
mismatches from arising, the Dolby E system has been designed to carry these
compression values more frequently than the Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus systems
require.
Specifically, the Dolby Digital and Dolby Digital Plus systems require RF compression
words once per Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus frame (i.e., every 32 milliseconds), and
dynamic range compression words six times per Dolby Digital or Dolby Digital Plus
frame (i.e., every 5.3 milliseconds). At the worst-case frame rate of 24 Hz, a Dolby E frame
corresponds to 41.7 milliseconds By providing two RF compression words and eight
dynamic range compression words per frame, the Dolby E system ensures that the RF
compression values will be available at least every 20.8 milliseconds, and that the dynamic
range compression words will be available at least every 5.2 milliseconds.
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